Safety procedures for car cabin crew

**Seatbelts**
- Fasten and release like this and this

**Emergency doors**
- Two doors in the front, & (possibly) two in the rear

**Radio CD**
- Do not fiddle about when driving

**Electronic devices**
- All mobile electronic equipment turned off

**Explosives**
- Explosives must not be carried in the car

**Overspeeding**
- Do not overspeed when driving quickly

**Brace position**
- If you will crash, adopt “brace” position

**Rear Brace**
- Rear passengers should also “brace” for crash

**Emergency escape**
- In door jam emergency, smash a window

**Refuelling**
- Do not refuel near fire or naked flames

**In deep water**
- In deep water, allow car to sink before escaping

**In case of fire**
- In event of a fire, crawl away under the smoke